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Abstract. In this paper we present a new approach for the conventional X.509
Public Key Infrastructures (PKI). Our goal is to reduce the effort to handle sig-
natures in the long term. The novelty is that a Root CA reissues subordinate
certificates of final users, but adjusting validity periods to exclude the periods
after a revocation. The Root CA also authenticates timestamps. The result is the
cleaned PKI, which is simpler than the conventional PKI because: a) there is
no revocation; b) there is no intermediary Certification Authority; c) signatures
are trustworthy as long as the used cryptographic algorithms remain secure. As
benefits, we reduce the need of timestamps and consequently the demand for
storage space and processing time to use signed documents.

1. Introduction
Digital certificates based on the X.509 Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) and digital sig-
natures are the most prominent means to ensure integrity, authenticity and proof-of-
existence for digital documents. However, this solution presents several issues (see
[Gutmann 2002] for an overview). One of the hardly criticized drawbacks of PKI is re-
vocation. For instance, a certificate can be revoked before it expires, e.g. because of key
compromise. But, what if we could foresee when a certificate would be revoked? Then,
we could set certificates in advance to expire before they are revoked. By doing so, we
eliminate the need for revocation, thereby simplifying PKI. Base on this idea, we present
our proposal.

Contribution We present a new proposal for simplifying the conventional X.509 PKI
by removing revocation and intermediary Certification Authorities (CA). Our idea con-
sists of reissuing all final certificates in a PKI, but assigning new validity period that
excludes revocation. This procedure is performed by the Root CA of a PKI, yielding a
cleaned PKI, which has neither revocation nor intermediary CAs. The Root CA also au-
thenticates all the timestamps issued by the subordinate Timestamp Authorities. A digital
signature in the cleaned PKI is trustworthy as long as the used cryptographic algorithms
remain secure. The proposal benefits archivers (e.g. digital libraries), whose computa-
tional effort to preserve trustworthy signatures is reduced. Yet, the users of signed docu-
ments are benefited too, because the processing time to evaluate signatures is reduced.
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Organization In Section 2, we show that preserving and verifying digital signatures
in the long term are hard tasks. In this context, we state the problems that our proposal
addresses. We provide the related work in Section 3. We present a top-level description
of our proposal, formal definitions and an illustrated example in Section 4. Section 5
describes timestamps, detailing the problems stated in Section 2 and also providing a
solution. Section 6 presents the procedures and players in our scheme. Section 7 presents
the benefits of the cleaned PKI. Finally, we present our considerations and future work
(Section 8).

2. Problems of Signatures in the Long Term
Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) [Kohnfelder 1978] is a well-known means to ensure au-
thenticity, integrity and proof-of-existence for digital documents. Authenticity and in-
tegrity can be guaranteed by digital signatures. The verification of digital signature re-
quires trustworthy public keys, which are provided by a PKI. Proof-of-existence is guar-
anteed by timestamps, whose verification may require trustworthy public keys too.

The X.509 [ITU-T 2005] is the most prominent model of PKI, in which entities’
public keys are organized in a hierarchy. On the highest level there is the Root CA, bellow
which there are other Certification Authorities (CA), Timestamp Authorities (TSA) and
final users. The X.509 technically describes public key certificates, and revocation status
(e.g. Certificate Revocation List). From here on, we refer to X.509 as the conventional
PKI.

A trustworthy signature requires mathematical and semantic correctness. The
mathematical correctness is guaranteed if the signature is valid under the signer’s pub-
lic key. The semantic correctness is ensured if the binding between the signer’s public
key and his credentials, i.e. his public key certificate, was valid when the signature was
created. Since the time when a signature was created is hard to securely guarantee by
digital means, the time reference of the binding validity is shifted to the present. Thus,
the semantic correctness is guaranteed if: a) the signer’s certificate and corresponding
superordinate CAs’ certificates have not expired and have not been revoked so far; and b)
the used cryptographic algorithms are currently secure. The first condition is verified with
the help of the so-called certification path validation algorithm [Cooper et al. 2008]. The
verification of the second condition requires the knowledge of the current status of crypto-
graphic algorithms. Such information has been provided by governmental agencies, e.g.
[National Institute of Standards and Technology 2007]

The semantic correctness is easily verified for short-term signatures, when the
signing and verification times are close. This is because the signer’s and superordi-
nate CAs’ certificates have probably not expired yet, revocation status is up to date and
available, and the cryptographic algorithms are still secure. Nevertheless, this situation
changes in the long term. Therefore, proof-of-existence is necessary to ensure that all
those requirements were fulfilled at a time in the past (preferably as close as possible to
the signing time). Signed timestamps [Adams et al. 2001a] are the most used means for
proof-of-existence in the conventional PKI. Thus, certificates, their revocation status and
timestamps are necessary to evaluate the semantic correctness of a signature in the long
term. From here on, we refer to these objects as the protection data of a signed document.

Since timestamps are signed, the semantic correctness of their signatures should
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be also verified. Again, proof-of-existence is necessary to allow such verification in the
long term. As consequence, new timestamps are required, being the preservation of trust-
worthiness signatures an end-less process. In this context, we point out the following
problems.

Problem 1. The effort to preserve signed documents is not optimal. Given a set of doc-
uments that were signed by different signers, preserving this set usually requires the
archiver a non-optimal effort. The reason is that the archiver has to monitor the trustwor-
thiness of each document’s signature, applying new timestamps on it before the signer’s
and timestamper’s certificates expire (for a detailed explanation, see Section 5). De-
pending on the number of different certificates and corresponding expiration dates, the
archiver is likely to schedule timestamping procedures on several dates, instead of ac-
cessing the archive as few as possible. Therefore, this approach is neither optimal nor
scalable [Huhnlein et al. 2009].

Problem 2. The amount of protection data to store and verify is not optimal in the long
term. The regular use of timestamps on a signed document increases the protection data.
The reason is that a timestamp is a signed document too, therefore protection data for it is
necessary. Thus, the older the signed document is, the more timestamps are needed, the
more protection data exists, the more storage space is used. Moreover, the more protection
data exists, the more signatures a verifier has to evaluate to infer the trustworthiness of a
signed document.

3. Related Work

In literature there are many proposals to improve the conventional PKI. We present them
in regard to the problems 1 and 2.

Evidence Record Syntax (ERS) [Gondrom et al. 2007] is a solution that addresses
Problem 1. Given a set of signed documents, it is timestamped by a single timestamp as
follows. Each signed document is hashed. The digests are leaves of a Merkle Tree, whose
root is timestamped by a Timestamp Authority (TSA). A copy of the timestamp is stored
with each signed document. The archiver has to monitor only the lifetime of the TSA’s
certificate and the security of the used cryptographic algorithms. Although ERS addresses
Problem 1, Problem 2 remains because the demand of timestamps is not reduced.

The amount of protection data is proportional to the length of a certification path
[Martinez-Pel et al. 2008]. In that sense, Nested Certificates [Levi et al. 2004] address
Problem 2 by reducing certification paths. Given a certification path C of length n, a
shortcut is created between two certificates ci, cj ∈ C, such that 0 ≤ i < j + 1 < n. The
shortcut is a new certificate issued by the subject of cj and it asserts that the certificates
ci, ci+1...cj−1 are trustworthy. Although attractive, this approach creates additional trusted
entity. That is, using a nested certificate requires the trust in the shortcut issuer.

Considering that Certificate Revocation List (CRL) is the usual data structure to
implement revocation in the conventional PKI, protection data can be reduced by us-
ing schemes that are more efficient than CRL in regard to Problem 2. A straightfor-
ward approach is to eliminate the need for revocation by using Short-Term Certificates
[Rivest 1998]. That is, certificates that are trustworthy for short periods (e.g. a day),
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so that their probability of being revoked is almost zero. Nevertheless, those certifi-
cates are not practical for a CA because once the CA’s certificate expires, all subordinate
certificates have to be reissued. Moreover, Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP)
[Myers et al. 1999] and Novomodo [Micali 2002] provide revocation data that is smaller
and easier to evaluate than CRL. These solutions just mitigate Problem 2, because there
is still the accumulation of timestamps and certificates. Yet, Problem 1 remains.

Solutions as [Moecke et al. 2010, Vigil et al. 2009, Adams et al. 2001b] use the
help of an additional trusted entity. It verifies the semantic and mathematical correctness
of a document’s signature. If the verification succeeds, the trusted entity asserts that
the signature is trustworthy. The assertion is signed by the trusted entity. The original
protection data of the signed document is replaced by only the signed assertion and the
trusted party’s certificate. This replacement allows to address Problem 2. Problem 1
remains. Yet, the addition of a trusted entity creates a further point of failure in the PKI.

4. Cleaning the PKI up
In a conventional PKI, a Certification Authority (CA) asserts that the binding between a
public key and an entity is trustworthy. This assertion is conveyed by a certificate. The
CA defines a validity period for the certificate, after which the certificate expires and is no
longer trustworthy. However, the certificate can be revoked at any time during the validity
period. This possibility leads to the problems 1 and 2. To address them, we propose
to clean up the PKI, as describe hereinafter. For each description, we provide a formal
definition in Section 4.1. Moreover, we give an illustrated example of our proposal in
Section 4.2

Given a conventional PKI (cf. Definition 1), which provides trustworthy certifi-
cates for the use of signed documents (cf. Definition 4), we clean the PKI up, yielding a
cleaned PKI. To do so, the Root CA of the conventional PKI reissues each final certificate,
but defining a new validity period during which the certificate was indeed trustworthy.
The outcome of this process (cf. Definition 3) is a cleaned PKI (cf. Definition 2).

Our proposal addresses Problem 2 in the following way. Since the Root CA reis-
sues final certificates of the conventional PKI, the intermediary CAs’ certificates are not
present in the cleaned PKI. Yet, the Root CA redefines the validity period of each final
certificate in the cleaned PKI, excluding the period after the revocation of the certificate
in the conventional PKI. For example, if a certificate was valid for 365 days and was re-
voked on the 50th day, then the Root CA reissues the certificate using a validity period of
49 days. Since intermediary CAs’ certificates and revocation data are no longer necessary
after cleaning the PKI up, the size of protection data in a signed document is reduced,
thereby addressing Problem 2.

We address Problem 1 by reissuing the certificate of a Timestamps Au-
thority (TSA) as a final certificate, but applying the idea of Off-line Timestamps
[Ansper et al. 2001]. That is, given a TSA and the timestamps that it has ever issued,
the Root CA binds the timestamps with the reissued TSA’s certificate. This binding au-
thenticates the trustworthy timestamps, while preventing forged timestamps, which were
created after the TSA expired, from being accepted as trustworthy. As a consequence, an
archiver only retimestamps a signed document before the used cryptographic algorithm
become insecure. This reduces the effort of the archiver, addressing Problem 1. For a
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detailed explanation, we refer the reader to Section 5.

4.1. Definitions
In the following, we formally define the concepts involved in the cleaned PKI. Note that
we use tuples to define certificates, signed documents and protection data. Moreover,
given a tuple Z of n elements, we denote the kth element as πn(Z), such that 1 ≤ k ≤ n.

Definition 1. A conventional PKI is a directed graph G = (V,A). The set V comprises
the public keys pi, being i ≥ 0 and p0 assigned to the Root CA. The set A comprises
certificates cj,k = (pj, pk), such that pj, pk ∈ V and the subject of pj creates (i.e. signs)
cj,k for the subject of pk. The graph G is almost a tree, since there is a single cycle c0,0
(a self-signed certificate for the Root CA). Each certificate cj,k ∈ A is qualified by a
time interval vj,k = [ij,k, ej,k], being ij,k and ej,k the issuance and expiration dates for
cj,k respectively, such that ij,k < ej,k. Moreover, given a certificate and a corresponding
sibling, namely cj,k, ck,l ∈ A, then vj,k∩vk,l = vk,l. Furthermore, cj,k ∈ A can be revoked
on a date rj,k. If cj,k is revoked, then rj,k ∈ vj,k and the corresponding descendants
certificates ct,u ∈ A become invalid from rj,k on. Otherwise, rj,k > ej,k.

Definition 2. A cleaned PKI is a conventional PKI G′ = (V ′, A′) (cf. Definition 1),
such that ∀cj,k ∈ A′, j = 0, k ≥ 0. That is, all certificates are issued by the Root CA.
Moreover, a certificate c0,k ∈ A′ cannot be revoked anytime, i.e. it is always valid in v0,k.
Therefore, we eliminate the revocation dates rj,k from G′.

Definition 3. A clean-up function is a function fc : G 7→ G′, such that G = (V,A) is a
conventional PKI (cf. Definition 1) and G′ = (V ′, A′) is a cleaned PKI (cf. Definition 2).
The function fc receives as input G and a date u, such that u ∈ v0,0. The function fc works
as presented in Algorithm 1. Line 11 prevents a forged certificate, i.e. a certificate created
after the revocation of any of its ancestors. In line 12, a signature scheme is implicit in
the creation of c0,k, being more details given in Section 6.2. Note that A′ ∩ A = c0,0 and
V ′ = V − {pi}, such that pi ∈ V and corresponds to an intermediary CA.

Definition 4. A signed document is a tuple Sd,i = (d, σd,i, Pi), being d a data object
whose signature σd,i is verifiable under public key pi ∈ V , such that G = (V,A) is
a graph that represents a PKI (cf. definitions 1 and 2). The protection data is a tuple
Pi = (ck,i, Ii, Ri, Ti) that comprises the certificate ck,i ∈ A for pi, the set Ii ⊂ A of
certificates that are ancestors of ck,i, the set Ri of revocation status for ck,i and each
certificate in Ii, a set Ti of signed timestamps Sn,p, such that Tp = ∅. That is, a timestamp
is a signed document that does not encapsulate further timestamps.

4.2. Example
Figure 1 depicts an example in which a conventional PKI G (Figure 1(a)) is cleaned up,
yielding the cleaned PKI G′ (Figure 1(b)). In G there are a Root CA’s certificate (c0,0), in-
termediaries CAs’ certificates (c0,1 and c0,2) and the final certificates (c1,3,c1,4,c1,5,c2,6,c2,7
and c2,8). The certificates c0,1 and c2,7 are revoked (see E symbol) on dates r0,1 and r2,7
respectively.

On a date u, G is cleaned up, yielding G′. Note that in G′ there is neither interme-
diary CA nor revocation. Also, see that a final certificate in G′ may have a shorter validity
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Input: A conventional PKI G = (V,A), a set T of digests, and a date u
Output: A cleaned PKI G′ = (V ′, A′)

1 V ′ ← {p0}, such that p0 ∈ V
2 A′ ← {c0,0}, such that c0,0 ∈ A
3 G′ ← (V ′, A′)

4 foreach leaf cj,k ∈ A, such that ij,k < u do
5 R← {c}
6 R← R ∪ {min(ej,k, rj,k)}
7 foreach ancestor cl,m of cj,k do
8 R← R ∪ {min(el,m, rl,m)}
9 end

10 e0,k ← min(R)
11 if ij,k < e0,k then
12 c0,k ← (p0, pk), such that p0, pk ∈ V
13 v0,k ← [ij,k, e0,k)
14 if pk belongs to a TSA then
15 associate c0,k to λk ∈ T
16 end
17 A′ ← A′ ∪ {c0,k}
18 end
19 end

20 return G′

Algorithm 1: The clean-up function fc.

period than the corresponding final certificate in G, depending on a revocation in G. That
is, if a certificate in G is revoked, it or its descendants is/are reissued in G′, but using a
shorter validity period that excludes the period after the revocation. For instance, c0,1 is
revoked on date r0,1 (Figure 1(a)), therefore c0,3, c0,4, c0,5 (Figure 1(b)) have shorter valid-
ity periods than c1,3, c1,4, c1,5 (Figure 1(a)). Yet, note that the certificates of intermediary
CAs (namely c0,1 and c0,2) are not reissued, therefore they are not present in Figure 1(b).

5. Timestamps

Timestamps are the most prominent means to guarantee proof-of-existence for data ob-
jects in a PKI. That is, timestamps allow us to infer a date on which a data object existed.
This facility is necessary to sort data objects in chronological order. For instance, given
the compromise of a private key kp on date rp and a signature σp done by kp, a timestamp
on σp on a date tσp allows us to check if σp is trustworthy, i.e. if σp was created before the
compromise of kp. In other words, if tσp < rp.

The use of timestamps requires the so-called Timestamp Authority (TSA), which
is a trusted entity that provides signed timestamps with a trustworthy date value. That is,
given a data object, the TSA provides a timestamp that binds the data object to the current
value of the TSA’s clock, which is protected and synchronized with a legal source of time.

The compromise of the private key of a TSA invalidates all its issued timestamps.
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(a) A conventional PKI G in which certificates
c1 and c7 are revoked at r0,1 and r2,7 respec-
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(b) A cleaned PKI G′, yielded by cleaning G
up.

Figure 1. Comparison between conventional and cleaned PKIs.

The reason is that an adversary is able to forge timestamps on behalf of the compromised
TSA using any date value. As a countermeasure, the CA that issued the certificate of the
compromised TSA notices all verifiers that the TSA is no longer trustworthy. That is, the
TSA is revoked.

A CA is liable for the revocation of the certificates that the CA issues, but until
these certificates expire. From this fact Problem 1 raises. For instance, an adversary
may compromise the private key of a TSA after it goes out of business. In this case,
the adversary is able to forge timestamps and verifiers cannot notice the forgery because
the TSA’s certificate is expired and no revocation status is available. To prevent such a
forgery, we timestamp timestamps, a process that is end-less for the archiver of signed
documents.

A solution to avoid Problem 1 is the destruction of the TSA’s private key after the
TSA finishes its operations. Nevertheless, proving that a data object was properly erased
is still an open problem. Therefore, we assume that the key is properly erased. Given the
number of possible TSAs in a PKI and respective security policies, this trust assumption
may be prohibitive. Thus, we propose to reduce our assumption to the private key of the
Root CA, which authenticates all timestamps issued before the PKI is cleaned up. Our
proposal uses the idea of Off-line Timestamps [Ansper et al. 2001] and is detailed in the
following.

Let Sn,p be timestamps (cf. Definition 4) issued by a TSA whose certificate ck,p ∈
A, such that G = (V,A) is a conventional PKI (cf. Definition 1) and n ≥ 0. Before a
date u, when G is cleaned up, the TSA builds a Merkle Tree [Merkle 1989] whose leaves
are the digest of each Sn,p and λp is the root. Afterwards, the Root CA executes the
clean up function fc (cf. Definition 3) in order to create the cleaned PKI G′ = (V ′, A′)
(cf. Definition 2). While issuing the certificate c0,p ∈ A′ for the TSA (cf. line 15,
Algorithm 1), the Root CA binds λp to c0,p. Since c0,p is dated by a validity period
v0,p = [ip, ep), λp and consequently all Sn,p are timestamped. That is, we infer that
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Sn,p existed before the date ip if we can reconstruct λp using the digest of Sn,p and the
corresponding authentication path to λp.

Given a forged timestamp Sn+1,p created on a date tf > ip, an adversary is not
able to prove that Sn+1,p is trustworthy. That is, the adversary is not able to find out a
digest for Sn+1,p and authentication path that allow him to reconstruct λp as long as the
cryptographic algorithms used to create λp and c0,p are secure.

Note that we extended the trustworthiness of a timestamp beyond the expiration
of the corresponding TSA’s certificate, being now the lifetime of the used cryptographic
algorithms the constraint. Thus, the archiver needs to monitor only the security of the
cryptographic algorithms instead of the expiration of certificates. Since the number of
the used cryptographic algorithms is likely to be smaller than the number of certificates
in an archive, the effort of the archiver is reduced, addressing Problem 1. Furthermore,
the lifetime of cryptographic algorithms usually lasts longer than the lifetime of final
certificates (e.g. in ICP-Brasil). Thus, Problem 2 is addressed, since less timestamps are
necessary, requiring then the storage and verification of less protection data.

6. Procedures
The procedures described in this section show how the definitions given in sections 4 and
5 are applied in a practical sense, involving the following players. The Root CA gathers
certificates, revocation and timestamps (cf. Section 6.1). Next, the Root CA reissues final
certificates and authenticates timestamps (Section 6.2), yielding a cleaned PKI. Given
the certificates in a cleaned PKI, archivers replace certificates and revocation data within
signed documents (cf. Section 6.3). A final user that uses archived and signed documents
evaluates their trustworthiness by verifying their signatures (cf. Section 6.4).

6.1. Preparing to Clean up
The preparation for cleaning a conventional PKI up is performed by the Root CA and con-
sists of two steps: a) gather all issued certificates in the PKI and the current revocation for
each certificate; b) collect a representation of the issued timestamps in the conventional
PKI; and c) verify the mathematical correctness of the signatures on the gathered certifi-
cates and revocation status. The outcome of executing this protocol is a graph G = (V,A)
representing all public keys and certificate in the conventional PKI (cf. Definition 1). In
the following, we detail each step.

Gathering the issued certificates and revocation status requires visiting the reposi-
tory of each Certification Authority in the PKI, starting from the Root CA. This is a well-
known task that can be automated, therefore we just assume it is already implemented in
a PKI and it returns a graph G = (V,A) and the corresponding revocation status for each
gathered certificate.

Collecting a representation of the issued timestamps in the conventional PKI rep-
resented by G = (V,A) consists of the following. From each TSA whose certificate
ck,i ∈ A, the Merkle Tree’s root λi that represents the timestamps the TSA has ever is-
sued (cf. Section 5) is queried. We assume this task is also implemented in the PKI and
returns a set T of Merkle Trees’ roots, such that λi ∈ T

Since a certificate is a signed object, the mathematical correctness of the cer-
tificate’s signature is necessary, but not sufficient, to ensure the certificate authenticity.
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Therefore, for each certificate cj,k ∈ A, the signature on cj,k should be valid under the
public key pj ∈ V . A revocation status is usually signed, depending on how its authentic-
ity is ensured. Considering that the revocation status rj,k for certificate cj,k is signed, then
the signature on rj,k should be valid under the public key pj .

Note that the semantic correctness for each cj,k ∈ A is not evaluated here, since
the deployment of the clean-up function fc (cf. Definition 3) includes this task. That is,
fc verifies validity periods and revocation status.

By finishing the above described steps, this procedure outcomes a graph G =
(V,A) whose certificates’ mathematically correctness is ensured. This result is used in
next procedure, which cleans G up (cf. Section 6.2).

6.2. Reissuing Final Certificates

Given a graph G = (V,A) representing the certificates in a conventional PKI gathered
and partially verified in the preparation procedure and the set T of Merkle Trees’ roots
that resumes the timestamps issued in the conventional PKI (cf. Section 6.1), the Root CA
executes the reissuing procedure. This procedure outcomes a cleaned PKI G′ = (V ′, A′)
(cf. Definition 2) and consists of executing the clean-up function fc (cf. Definition 3),
using G and an arbitrary date u as inputs. In the following, we detail u and fc.

Recall that u defines the time reference for cleaning a PKI up, being relevant for
revocation status and limiting the validity period of a reissued certificate. The choice of
different values for u and the corresponding implication are discussed in Section 8.

After u is chosen, fc is executed by the Root CA. Note that the Root CA can be
overloaded, depending on the number of final certificates in G that will be reissued (cf.
Algorithm 1). Therefore, we propose the use of Merkle Trees to optimize the signature of
final certificates.

Instead of signing each certificate c0,k ∈ A′, such that G′ = (V ′, A′) is a cleaned
PKI and cj,k ∈ A is a leaf in a conventional PKI G = (V,A), the Root CA creates c0,k
without a signature. If pk ∈ V is the public key of a TSA, λk ∈ T is associated to c0,k.
After fc returns G′, a Merkle Tree is built, being λA′ the root and the leaves the digest of
each certificate c0,k ∈ A′. Then, a single signature σ0,λA′ on λA′ is done by the Root CA,
using its private key. Next, for each c0,k an authentication path to λA′ is calculated and
attached to c0,k along with λA′ .

Being all certificates in G′ signed, archivers can use them to replace the certificates
of G in a signed document. This procedure is described in Section 6.3.

6.3. Replacing Protection Data

The replacement of protection data is performed by an archiver for each signed document.
This procedure consists of generating new and reduced protection data, which replaces the
existing protection data in a signed document. In the following, we detail this procedure.

Given a conventional PKI G = (V,A) (cf. Definition 1), consider that an
archive comprises signed documents Sd,i = (d, σd,i, Pi) (cf. Definition 4), being Pi =
(ck,i, Ii, Ri, Ti) the protection data and ck,i ∈ A a signer’s certificate. Moreover, there
may exist signed timestamps SSd,i,p = (Sd,i, σSd,i,p, Pp) (cf. Definition 4) on Sd,i, being
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Input: A protection data Pi = (ck,i, Ii, Ri, Ti), a conventional
G = (V,A) and cleaned G′ = (V ′, A′) PKIs

Output: A cleaned protection data P ′
i = (c0,i, I

′
i, R

′
i, T

′
i )

1 T ′
i ← ∅

2 if Ti 6= ∅ then
3 SSd,i,p ← π1(Ti)

4 Hλp,SSd,i,p
← get auth. path from the digest of SSd,i,p to λp

5 SSd,i,p ← SSd,i,p||Hλp,SSd,i,p

6 Pp ← π4(SSd,i,p)

7 P ′
p ← execute Algorithm 2 using inputs Pp, G, and G′

8 π4(SSd,i,p)← P ′
p

9 T ′
i ← T ′

i ∪ {SSd,i,p}
10 end
11 P ′

i ← (c0,i, ∅, ∅, T ′
i ), such that c0,i ∈ A′

12 return P ′
i

Algorithm 2: Creating a cleaned protection data.

SSd,i,p ∈ Ti, Pp = (cj,p, Ip, Rp, Tp) the protection data and cj,p ∈ A a TSA’s certificate.
Also, ck,i and cj,p are final certificates, i.e. k 6= i, j 6= p and k, i, j, p > 0.

After G is cleaned up, a cleaned PKI G′ = (V ′, A′) (cf. Definition 2) is obtained.
Then, the archiver executes Algorithm 2, using the protection data Pi, G, and G′. The
algorithm returns new protection data P ′

i . Then, the archiver replaces Pi by P ′
i in the

signed document Sd,i.

Note that Algorithm 2 removes timestamps in Ti, but keeps the first timestamp.
The reason is that multiple timestamps address certificate expiration, which is not an
issue in the cleaned PKI (cf. Section 5). Therefore, the first timestamp is able to provide
the signed document Sd,i with proof-of-existence until the used cryptographic algorithms
remain secure. We pointed out that Algorithm 2 does not consider a timestamp issued
by a TSA in another conventional PKI G′′ 6= G, however the algorithm can be easily
adapted to do so. This is necessary in the long term, after the cryptographic algorithms
are no longer secure in G′ and a further timestamp under a new PKI, which uses up to
date cryptographic algorithms, is required.

The Root CA signs the Merkle Tree’s root λp, which represents the authenticated
timestamps SSd,i,p (cf. Section 6.2). To evaluate the trustworthiness of SSd,i,p, verifiers
need the authentication path Hλp,SSd,i,p

from the digest of SSd,i,p to λp. To do so, there are
lines 4 and 5 in Algorithm 2.

Protection data P ′
i requires less storage space than Pi, because P ′

i comprises nei-
ther intermediary CAs’ certificates nor revocation information. That is, Ii, Ri = ∅. More-
over, we restrict the set T ′

i to a single timestamp, which also has a reduced protection data
P ′
p. By these reductions, we address problems 1 and 2.

The replacement of Pi by P ′
i preserves the signer’s and TSA’s public keys. Also,

the Root CA is the same in both PKIs. As a consequence, this procedure does not prevent
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the verification of signatures, as described in Section 6.4.

6.4. Verifying a Signed Document

The verification of a signed document is performed by a final user who wants to evalu-
ate whether the content in the signed document is trustworthy. This procedure consists
of evaluating the signatures in the signed document and corresponding timestamps, by
checking the mathematical and semantic correctness of each signature (cf. Section 2). In
the following, we detail this procedure.

Consider a signed document Sd,i = (d, σd,i, P
′
i ) (cf. Definition 4), being d the

content whose trustworthiness is evaluated, σd,i the signature on d, P ′
i = (c0,i, ∅, ∅, T ′

i )
the reduced protection data, c0,i ∈ A′ the signer’s certificate, such that G′ = (V ′, A′)
is a cleaned PKI (cf. Definition 2), T ′

i = {SSd,i,p} a set, SSd,i,p = (Sd,i, σSd,i,p, P
′
p) (cf.

Definition 4) a timestamp on Sd,i, P ′
p = (c0,p, ∅, ∅, ∅) the reduced protection data and

c0,p ∈ A′ a TSA’s certificate. Also, c0,i and c0,p are final certificates, i.e. i 6= p and i, p > 0.
There are the Merkle Tree’s root λA′ associated to c0,i and c0,p, and the authentication
paths HλA′ ,i and HλA′ ,p associated to c0,i and c0,p respectively (cf. Section 6.2). Also,
there are the Merkle Tree’s root λp associated to c0,p and an authentication path Hλp,SSd,i,p

from the digest of SSd,i,p to λp attached to SSd,i,p (cf. Section 6.3).

To verify d, the signature σd,i is evaluated in terms of mathematical and semantic
correctness. The mathematical verification consists of checking whether σd,i is valid un-
der pi, being pi available in c0,i. The semantic verification checks whether c0,i was valid
on the date tp stated by the timestamp SSd,i,p. This is ensured if the following conditions
hold:

a) the signature on c0,i is valid under p0;
b) the signature on c0,p is valid under p0;
c) σSd,i,p is valid under p0,p;
d) v0,i ∩ v0,0 = v0,i;
e) v0,p ∩ v0,0 = v0,p;
f) SSd,i,p is authenticated by the Root CA in c0,p; and
g) the timestamp date tp ∈ v0,i.

Note that in conditions a) to c) we verify the mathematical correctness of the sig-
nature on the certificates c0,i and c0,p and the timestamp SSd,i,p, ensuring that these objects
are not corrupted. Recall that a) and b) use the Merkle Tree λA′ and the authentication
paths HλA′ ,c0,i and HλA′ ,c0,p . Conditions d) and e) guarantee that the validity periods of c0,i
and c0,p do not go beyond the lifetime of Root CA’s certificate c0,0. Conditions f) and g)
prevent forgeries if the signer’s or TSA’s private key is compromised after the correspond-
ing certificate is expired. Recall, that f) uses the Merkle Tree’s root λp the authentication
path Hλp,SSd,i,p

.

7. Benefits

By switching from the conventional PKI to the cleaned PKI, we address problems 1 and
2. As a consequence, we simplify the preservation and use of signed documents, thereby
benefiting the archivers and final users respectively.
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While in the conventional PKI the semantic correctness of a signature depends on
certificates’ validity periods, in the cleaned PKI only the security of cryptographic algo-
rithms is important. The lifetime of a final certificate is usually shorter than cryptographic
algorithms’ lifetimes. Taking the Brazilian National PKI (a.k.a ICP-Brasil) as an exam-
ple, a final certificate expires in 3 years [ITI 2008b] and the recommended signature suite
SHA-256 with RSA-2048 is expected to be secure for 16 years [ITI 2008a] from now on.
Since semantic correctness lasts longer in the cleaned PKI, less timestamps are used than
in the conventional PKI in the long term. This benefits the archiver because he needs to
request fewer timestamps. Yet, it is easier for the archiver to monitor some cryptographic
algorithms’ lifetimes than several certificates’ lifetimes.

The fewer timestamps, the smaller protection data. This benefits the archiver by
reducing the costs with storage space. The smaller data protection, the fewer signatures
have to be evaluated (e.g. on timestamps, certificates and revocation data). Therefore,
final users are benefited because less processing time is necessary to verify the trustwor-
thiness of a signed document. Yet, the absence of revocation eliminates the need to down-
load fresh revocation data each time a signed document is verified. As a consequence,
final users can perform off-line verifications, i.e. without network access.

Unlike some related works (e.g. [Levi et al. 2004, Vigil et al. 2009,
Adams et al. 2001b]), our proposal do not add an extra trusted entity, which would
strengthen the trust assumption of a conventional PKI. The cleaned PKI has only two
failure points, namely the Root CA and the cryptographic algorithms. That is, unless both
remain secure (e.g. the Root CA is not compromised and the cryptographic algorithms
are not suddenly broken), the cleaned PKI is secure.

8. Considerations & Future Work
All in all, we propose a new approach that cleans up the conventional PKI to facilitate
the use of long-term signatures. We suggest removing intermediary CAs and revocation.
To do so, the Root CA reissues final certificates defining validity periods that exclude
revocation. The Root CA authenticates all trustworthy timestamps ever issued by any
subordinate TSA. Reissued certificates remain trustworthy as long as the used crypto-
graphic algorithms are secure. In the cleaned PKI, archivers use fewer timestamps than in
the conventional PKI. Timestamps are only necessary to renew cryptographic algorithms.
As a benefit, we reduce: a) the effort to preserve signed documents (Problem 1); and b)
the storage space and processing time to handle signed documents (Problem 2). Yet, the
cleaned PKI adds no further trusted entity.

The overall procedure of cleaning up a PKI is expensive in terms of processing
time. The reasons are: a) for each final certificate, the mathematical and semantic cor-
rectness are verified; and b) a Merkle Tree, whose leaves are the digest of each final
certificate, is created. The execution of both tasks can be delegated to multiple computers
while the Root CA is off-line. We point out that the Root CA’s private key is used once to
sign the Merkle Tree’s root. The Root CA does not sign each final certificate.

The replacement of protection data is prevented in the current signature schemes,
e.g. XAdES [ESI 2008]. The reason is that these schemes force the signer the sign the
purposed data object along with his certificate. Although the certificate can be replaced
later, the mathematical correctness of the signature will be compromised.
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As future work, we suggest to work out the issue of replacing validation data. For
instance, signature schemes could bind the signer’s meta-data instead of the certificate to
the signature, thereby allowing replacements. Another possibility is to explore the use of
chameleon hash functions to replace certificates based on collisions [Le et al. 2008].
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